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Picking up an old thread…



What I’ll talk about…

– Why it is worth spending time 
talking about measurement.

– A tour of some of my attempts to 
measure things.

– Disciplinary* norms for what to 
measure and how to measure it.

– Zeitgeisty influences on practice.

*See Reeves (2015) Human-computer interaction as science.



Measurement

– This talk is not about quantification.

– Interviews can be a form of 
measurement.

– I’m talking about all empirical research 
in human-centred computing.

– What we measure and how we 
measure significantly constitutes a 
contribution to knowledge.



Measurement

– Construct validity is essential to good 
empirical work.

– We are often trying to minimise the 
gap between what we can measure 
and what we really want to measure.

– But there a lot of constraints that 
wedge that gap open: ethical, 
logistical, epistemological, &c



To make the discussion of constraints more 
salient, I will start by revisiting some of my 
work to think about what blocked achieving 
‘better’ construct validity.

I’ve chosen work that I led on; I have greater 
insight into the decisions made, and it’s 
easier to poke and prod work that you took 
the biggest decisions about!

A critique of measurement in my work



Example: Inferences about interruptions

Context:

– 2016 ToCHI paper

– How do people doing online 
crowdwork interleave their various 
tasks?

– Received July 2014; revised 
February 2016; accepted April 2016



Example: Inferences about interruptions



Example: Inferences about interruptions



Constraints:

– Ethical; obligation not to collect to excess

– Resource; time, done during PhD

– Logistic; challenges of deploying outside 
the browser

– Epistemological; still couldn’t have ‘seen’ 
beyond the computer

Example: Inferences about interruptions



Possible alternative: 

– Build a browser plugin (see, e.g., Toxtli et 
al. 2021)

– Logistical challenges of deployment 
against more granular data

– Stuck inside the browser though. Do you 
build a desktop application? Do you start 
collecting webcam data?

Example: Inferences about interruptions
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Example: service closure

Context:

– 2022 CSCW paper

– What does and will happen when 
digital services that we rely on close 
down? 

– Survey with qualitative analysis



Constraints:

– Ethical; hypothesis testing questionable

– Resource; opportunity sample

– Logistic; ‘spare time’ research

– Epistemological; knowledge too limited to 
successfully operationalize, necessarily 
prospective/retrospective

Example: service closure



Example: service closure

We sent this for review at CHI 2022. One of the reviewers wrote:

”The paper starts by stating that participants that had not 
experienced closure of digital services were asked to 'imagine’ 
how they would feel if a service was taken away. This is not a 
valid approach to capturing user's opinions about a subject. A 
more valid approach would have been to ask participants to 
remove an App or refrain from using it for any length of time 
and then to consider how this made them feel.”



R2’s alternative: 

– ‘Digital detox’ not the same thing!

– ‘More valid’ in what way? What would the 
construct be and what is the 
phenomenon of interest?

– What’s a ‘valid’ approach to collecting 
opinions?

Example: service closure
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Example: short links

Context:

– 2016 IJHCS paper

– Short-links are hard to type on 
smartphones. How could they be 
better designed?

– Monte Carlo modelling with an 
experiment to be run in a phone 
browser



Constraints:

– Ethical; ⛔ intercepting keyboard input ⛔

– Resource; random side project – building 
custom keyboards too much.

– Logistic; gamification required 
synchronous group sessions

– Epistemological; deficient knowledge of 
optimisation strategies. 

Example: short links



– After people had typed in a short link (e.g., 
http://bit.ly/e4Rt5rr), they were 
asked to rate how hard or easy they found 
entering it using a slider.

– A participant mentioned that they didn’t 
think this could measure anything about 
subject experience, and I have been 
thinking about that since.

Example: short links



Possible alternative: 

– Simply do not attempt to measure 
subject experience of difficulty!

– We had behavioural measures, why 
would an experiential ones be useful for 
our research questions?

– So why did I include it?

Example: short links
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How do we decide what to measure?

– Latour noted there was nothing special 
or magically scientific about laboratories. 
They are like other workplaces.

– The gap between what we do measure 
and what we would like to measure is 
subject to ‘irrational’ influences.

– I explored some of these influences in a 
CHI 2022 paper.



‘Fast’ data

– Many crowdsourcing platforms offer research data 
quickly.

– How does this help to close the gap between what 
we can measure and what we want to measure?

– I argue it’s bound in a consumption experience.

– We’re susceptible to advertising!

– Other influences too – like publish-or-perish.



Speculations on ‘external’ influences

The paper focused on the immediate context 
of academic researchers.

What about the broader zeitgeist?

– ‘On-demand’ services

– Instant connectivity over the internet

– Commodification



Measurement out in the world

– Empiricism is a dominant mode of organisation ‘out in the world’.

– This is the case with work (e.g., the successors to Scientific 
Management), which is what a lot of my research focuses on.

– Unsurprisingly, developing empirical understandings of the 
workplace runs into the same challenges that we encounter in 
research, and has a few more to boot.





Summary

– Measuring things is hard.

– We often have to use proxies.

– Some of these work better than others.

– They aren’t always chosen because they 
work better.

– We should be reflexive about why we 
measure the things that we measure.
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Thanks for 
your attention
http://sjjg.uk/uclic-23

goulds@cardiff.ac.uk

@sjjgo
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Thanks to collaborators on the papers


